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What’s Hot

BEAUTY – SPRING/SUMMER
kit contains 37 sample tubes for you to
experience the entire product line.
Sit back in the comfort of your own
home and relax with a few friends as you
indulge your senses and pamper your skin
with luxurious lotions, balms and oils.
Be one of the first to experience the
Eden Essentials Home Spa. Visit
www.EdenSpaEssentials.com
today and use code “yogaspa” for $5 off
your first home spa kit.

An Affordable Luxury
Eden Essentials offers hand-crafted skincare free of dyes, paraben preservatives
and artificial scents.
Each product is a formulated blend of
nature inspired by ancient cultures. Eden
Essential skin care is scented with essential oils and resins as the old artisan perfumers of yesteryear.
A new introduction this spring is the
Eden Essentials Home Spa Kit. The deluxe

Naturally Beautiful

Liquid Emotion

Created by a young breast cancer survivor
who needed to get her pretty hair and skin
back while being sure that she was not putting harmful chemicals on her skin, Pristine
Beauty uses only natural products that are
safe and effective. They have even created a
deodorant that is therapeutic for the lymphatic system.

Based in New York and Paris, Nouveau Paris
has developed revolutionary layer-capable
(LC) fragrances to meet the growing national
demand of fragrance products. The Nouveau
Paris product lines—Dumann (for him) and
Les Fleurs (for her)—are the hottest trend in
the market. Guaranteed in quality, the components of Nouveau Paris are imported overseas from France, with phase completion in

Pristine Beauty, Inc. donates a portion of
the proceeds of each product to the Young
Survival Coalition® and the Cancer
Prevention Coalition. Their goal is to give to
these worthwhile charities while producing
products that are a safer choice.
Discover 100% natural, toxic-free solutions
for people who are looking in a new and
healthy direction. Pristine Beauty’s products
promote a positive mind, a joyful spirit and
a healthy lifestyle. There is finally a fun not
depressing spin on a bad situation that has a
touch of Old Hollywood glamour!!!
www.shoppristinebeauty.com
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Purely True
Pure&True’s array of high-performance,
age-defying organic skin care products are
made from over 95% natural ingredients.
The Hawaii-based, carbon-free company is
dedicated to offering luxurious products
that contain a unique combination of antioxidant-rich
teas, Hawaiian deep-sea
water, marine minerals,
tropical extracts, and rare
and precious flower oils.
The Pure&True Premier
Collection offers anti-aging
serums and masques,
hydrating moisturizers,
micro-dermabrasion scrubs
and much more. These pure
products protect, nourish,
restore and soothe skin,
while staying true to protecting the environment. Pure&True are committed to using
green and sustainable packaging as well as
donating 5% of profits to respectable social
and environmental charities.
Fans of Pure&True include Fergie, Natalie
Portman, Alicia Silverstone, Angelina Jolie
and Sienna Miller. To learn more, visit
www.pureandtrue.com

the United States. Formulated to match distinct female personalities such as strong and
feminine, refined and self-assured, and surprising and mysterious, Les Fleurs by Nouveau
Paris is bound to reach the hands of the consumers with various personalities. It is the way
to be on a complete, consistent path to being
ahead of the trend, no matter the era, for Les
Fleurs is the latest contemporary classic,
exposing liquid emotion.
Furthermore, may it also be noted that
before the launch of Nouveau Paris, men’s fragrances lacked the LC feature. However now,
more than ever may men layer their colognes
using one dominant cologne, Azure, as the
base of the four in the Dumann collection, to
create new scents to match their personality.
Available at Select Dillard’s.
www.nouveauparisinc.com

